The Yale Law Journal

Data Retention Options for Authors

The *Yale Law Journal* (*YLJ*) recognizes that our authors often compile datasets with a wealth of information on numerous topics. To help authors secure these files and to contribute to the research community, *YLJ* proudly presents authors with a variety of methods by which they may store and/or publicize their data. *YLJ* offers both data storage in a secure repository and an opportunity for authors to contribute to the research community by participating in our Open Data Initiative.¹

Authors who disclose their data will indicate this in their first note, along with a URL to the repository page. If authors are unable to disclose their data for any reason, we ask that they explain this in the author note (e.g., “Data used in this Article cannot be disclosed publicly because of a confidentiality agreement between the author and the data source.”).

Yale Law School’s state-of-the-art data repository, eYLS, will provide all data storage. Between September 2015 and September 2016, eYLS had over one million downloads, and it currently hosts more than eight thousand papers. The repository can host data files in almost any format, as well as coding sheet, .do files, or other files.

In order to take advantage of any of these options, please contact the *Journal’s* Managing Editors, Erin van Wesenbeeck (erin.vanwesenbeeck@yale.edu) and Kyle Victor (kyle.victor@yale.edu).

Any author that publishes with *YLJ* may choose from the list of data storage options presented below.

**Option 1: Data Submission and Permanent Storage**

Authors can submit finalized datasets, coding sheets, and/or .do files to the *Yale Law Journal* to store on eYLS. The data is immediately accessible to anyone who visits eYLS. Authors who use this option will be listed on *YLJ*’s new “Open Data Initiative” webpage, with links to the author’s piece and the data in the repository, and/or the webpage with the piece will link to the data (author’s choice).

**Option 2: Data Submission and Permanent, Limited-Access Storage**

Authors can submit finalized datasets, coding sheets, and/or .do files to the *Yale Law Journal* to store on eYLS. The data can be embargoed for a number of months or years, and/or the data can be made available to only a limited subset of domain names (e.g., only those who sign into the repository with an @yale.edu domain account). The *Yale Law Journal* website will feature a link.

---

¹ Please note that submission of data to the *Journal* (without permanent storage) may be necessary in order for *Journal* editors to produce and format any graphics in the piece. To the extent this interferes with confidentiality agreements between authors and data sources, *YLJ* will work with authors to manage graphics production.
to the data with the author’s piece once the data is available.

Option 3: Data Submission and Permanent, Highly-Limited-Access Storage
Authors can submit finalized datasets, coding sheets, and/or .do files to the *Yale Law Journal* to store on eYLS. The data will be accessible only to the *Yale Law Journal* editors and the author.